This framework offers suggestions for evaluating Flexible Work Arrangements (FWA). Policy 5.1.4 encourages supervisors to first consult within the department regarding the approach to FWAs, and then determine if the employee is in good standing. The questions for consideration in this framework are not exhaustive and are meant to encourage assessing operational needs and implementing equitable decisions about FWAs.

**Questions related to the position:**
1. Is the request consistent with the department’s approach to FWAs?
2. Is the requested flexible work arrangement considered reasonable, given the employee’s position and essential job functions?
3. Are the operational, supervisory, and staffing needs in the department adequate to ensure proper coverage?
4. How does the requested flexible work arrangement compare to others to ensure fair and equitable treatment?
5. Would the FWA negatively impact others?
6. What specific dates/events/circumstances must this position be onsite?

**Questions related to the employee:**
1. How will performance and development be managed under the flexible work arrangement?
2. Does the employee have the appropriate level of training to ensure they are set up for success?

**Steps for Supervisor:****
1. Ensure that the employee has equipment and secure workstation as noted in the Information Security Policy.
2. Establish regular review of arrangement (minimum every 6 months).
3. Supervisor memorializes the terms of the arrangement in FWA letter.
4. Employee starts new schedule.

**STOP**

No to FWA request

**SUPERVISOR APPROVES**

Can this work be performed equally or more effectively with the FWA? (see questions box)

Yes

STOP

No to FWA request

Has the employee initiated a request due to a personal circumstance that may relate to another HR policy/process?

Yes

STOP

Refer employee to your senior HR Manager

No

Review HR policy 5.1.4 Flexible Work Arrangements

START

Employee submits Flexible Work Arrangement Form.